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When I received the invitation to speak to you tonight~ I spent

some time wondering what I, as the representative of one branch

of the health professions could say to you, as members of that

profession or another branch of the health disciplines. I pictured

us sitting down after an excellent dinner to contemplate what is

happening to health care in Canada today -- a clinical evaluation

of our professional surroundings. Then I realized just how

accurate Margaret Atwood1s a.ssessment of the canadian character

is. Two years ago she published a survey of Canadian literature

called "Sur-v.lva L'", The central thesis of this study is that,

just as the theme of American literature is The Frontier and the

theme of British literature is The Island, Canadians are

preoccupied with Survival.

She says TTCanadians are forever taking the national pulse like

doctors at a sick bed; the aim ,is not to see whether the patient
will live well but simply whether he will survive at alpT.

In the past ten years .in this country we have had commissions~

conferences and committees investigating everything from bilingualism

to poverty, from law reform to the status of women. Each
of us here tonight can name half a dozen major Canadian studies

touching on the health care field. Report No. 22 of the Science

Council of Ca.nada was the most recent but certainly not the last

of these. We have investigated and examined: the state of health
of Canadians, the food they eat, the health ca.re they receive,
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the cost of these health services, the education of the health

professionals who look after them -- the list is long.

Many of you, like myself, have participated in at least one of

these studies. Doctor Maurice LeCla.ir, when he wa.s Federal

Deputy Minister of Health said TTeveryone -- governments at all

levels, physicians, organized medicine, hospital authorities,

the Economic Council of Canada -- all agree that something must
Ibe done. We cannot afford the inefficiencies, the escalating

cost increases, the inequities of access to and quality of
heal th care services in Canada..TT In effect, he was saying that

health care in Canada, which has been in a state of transitioJ for

the past 25 years, is now concerned with its survival.

Perhaps this discussion tonight could be described as TTtaking the

national pulse again. TT But I would like to think that it is

more than this. As concerned professionals, we can gain some

insight into the changes which are taking place. around us, and

consider how to react constructively to these changes. If we I

have been butting our heads against a stone wall, maybe we can

find a way to walk around it. There is a good deel of truth in

the observation that TTno one will live all his life in the WOTIld

in which he was born and no one will die in the world in whicJ he
worked in his maturityTT.* On the other hand, as Sir Winston

Churchill pointed out, TTthere is nothing wrong in change, if

it is in the right direction.TT

* Margaret Mead
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One of the most controversial, challenging and conspicuous of the

recent developments, within the nursing profession has been tHe virtual

disappearance of hospital-based schools of nursing. This year, 8 out

of 10 Canadian nursing students are enrolled in diploma schools in

the general post-secondary education system. The transfer of basic

diploma programs to the general education system, is closer now to a

reality than a dream. In 1966, only one of a total of the 173 initial

diploma programs was not hospital-based. That year, 21 students were

admitted to that one program, less than one percent of the total

number of nursing students admitted to diploma programs. In 1973,

8,248 students were admitted to diploma programs witbin the
educational system. This figure represents 77% of the total.

During the past 9 years, (1964- to 1973) the total enrolment in

educa.tion institutions has increased by approximately 824-%.

Inevitably, the pace with which this change has occurred, has

led to problems, difficulties and uncertainties. One of the most

serious and persistent of these problems is the shortage of qualified

persons to teach those who wish to become nurses. With the number
of students now enrolled in educational institutions increasing so

rapidly, this shortage is becoming a matter of general conqern.

Another result of changing educational patterns, has been an

increase in the critical analysis, to which both the nursing education
process and the products of this process, are subject. This has

given added impetus to existing efforts to develop a systematic

program of accreditation of nursing education programs. National

accreditation has been accepted, in prinCiple) by CNA for 30 years.

The Association believes that a program of voluntary accreditation

for all of the health professions would be in the best interests

of both these professions and the general public, provided that
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each profession agrees in advance on the nature, the purpose and

objectives of such a program.

CNA is concerned with the very real need for agreement among all bra.nches

of the health sciences on the meaning of the terms approva.l and
I

accreditation. For us the distinction between these terms is clear.

Approva,l means a health science educa.tion pr-o gr-arr, has met the

prescribed minimum standards set by the appropria.te provincial body.

Approval is compulsory and based on minimum standards designated

(in the case of nursing schools) by provincial nursing acts on

regulations authorized by the act. Accreditation mea.ns eva.luation

and recognition of a program of education according to a national

voluntary program based on optimum cri ter-La , This distinction has

a direct bearing on attempts to evaluate health science education

programs in Canada. It is extremely important that all of the

health sciences reach a consensus on the use of these terms

before proceeding with the development of accreditation programs.

Next month the Directors of CNA will be asked to give their formal
approval to a position statement supporting accreditation of

education programs of all the health professions. Hopefully, the

next year will see real progress towards our goal of developing

national sta.ndards of basic nursing education and, eventually, a

program of nat LonaL voluntary accreditation of all the health

disciplines.

Accredita.tion within health care institutions ,is, of course, nlDw
e.ccept.ed'practice. CNA hae been a. full member of the Canad Lan

Council on Hospital Accreditation since May 1973.

Changes in the control of schools of nursing, have been accompanied
Iby other changes in patterns of education and practice. One of

the more gratifying trends in nursing is the emphasis on broader and
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deeper clinical knowledge for the nurse so tha.t she can mope effectively

meet the needs of her patients and the public. This ba.Ck-to-tihe~patient

movement involves education fora variety·of clinical specialtOes and

the employment of hfghly qualified nurse cLfrrlcLans for direct

care/of patients, for consultation on nursing problems and for·nursing

research. A more scientific approach to nursing promotes and enhances

patient - centered rather than task or institution-oriented car-e
·1 .

It stimulates a better patient/nurse/physician· interaction. Blit

this new interest in expanded clinical responsibility, should not
diminish the important role of the nurse in hospital administration

at the middle management level •. Nursing does need clinically

oriented pr-ao tttioners and a 'largenul1)her .of exper-t; clinical

specialists, but it also needs expert nurse administrators. Nursing
services, wherever they are given. must be organized and administered

by·nurses.

These nurses must keep up with the changes around them; continuing

education has become a fact of todayTs existence. It is now
generally accepted that half of all a nurse learns will be obs~lete

within five years of graduation. The implications of this statement

are enormous and will inevitably affect the nursing education.~rOgrams

of our universities and community colleges.

Another characteristic of nursing .Ln th! 70T s has been the recent

emphasis on feminism. The connection between professional

advancement within nursing and greater equality of opportunities for
all women is not new. In Ea.ot; the origin of the Inter-national

Council of Nurses can be traced to a meeting sponsored by the I

National WomenTs Suffrage Association in Washington D.C., in 1,88.
Wha.t is new, is the degree of public acceptance of the r'ights ~f

Iwomen, that has resulted from events connected with Internationa.l

WomenTs Year. For many members of the nursing profession this has
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resulted in new attitudes towards their wOl'k, their employer and

their associates. For some, it has meant a new brand of

militancy, not usually associated with nurses. Last year, in

Ontario, and again this year in New Brunswick, we have had the

unprecedented spectacle of nurses staging wild-cat strikes.

Not all of the developments which have accompanied this trend away

from the traditionally passive TfFlorence Nightingale roleH hale

been so dramatic. What is also happening as a result of the more

positive attitude of many members of the profession, is a no tIceab Le

improvement in the working conditions of most of the nurses in

Canada. Along with this, there has been a substantial improvement

in salaries in all provinces and, in some provinces, a very dramatic
increase. Over the past four years, salaries of general duty nurses

have increased by more than 40% on a national basis. In Newfohndland,

where salaries were originally exceptionally low, the increase has

been closer to 80%. An interesting development which has occulrred
as a result of this trend towards better salaries and improved

working conditions, along with the transfer of basic nursing pi'ograms

to the general education system, has been the demonstrated abi~ity

of the profession to attract more men to its ranks. The numbeit:'

enrolled in nursing education programs has risen sharpl~of men

in Canada in the past two years. Although exact figures are npt

yet available, it is known that in the United States, the number
of men admitted to schools for registered nurses has nearly

doubled in recent years. In the U.S., approximately 6% of

nursing students now admitted in anyone year are men.

As members of the health care team of this hospital, you are aware
of another trend, very much in evidence today. This is the

constantly shifting and increasingly interdependent nature of the

relationship between the various health disciplines. Partly, this
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to increased awareness on the part of many nurses of the importance

of their role in the health care system. I think that what is

evolving will turn out to be a very efficient team.

Although~ for the past century~ team work between health professionals

in one form or another, has been a way of life in hospitals and in

certain cowmunity services, there was seldom any effective

collaboration between formal organizations of the professions or
I

their officials. RecentlY5 in Canada, this has chang~d. A joint

committee of the Canadian Hospital Association, the Ca.nadian Medical

Association and Canadian Nurses' Association has existed since 1947

.but its accomplishments were not of major significance. The real

milestone was reached two years ago when this comnd t t'ee sponsored

a joint meeting of the Directors of these three associations to

look critically at health care service and identify ways of improving

that service. Other meetings followed, and a pattern of oooper-a't fve

action has been established.

An excellent example of this cooperation, is the joint statement

on the Role of the Primary Nurse, accepted by both CNA and the

Canadia.n Medica.l Association. In this statement~ both professio!:1s

agreed that the introduction of the new category of'worker1 known

in the United States as the physicianYs assistant, was neither
necessary nor desirable in Canada.. The Cana.dia.npublic had1 I

be LLeve , a right to expect that these two Associations would declare
publicly their agreement on the expanding role of the nurse and this

has been done.

CNA policy on this subject is clear:
"We should be experimenting with various patterns of Health

Care Delivery Systems utilizing the nurse in an extended and
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more independent role. There are at least three areas in which

immediate action should be taken to expand the r-o l.e of the nur se ,

1.e., primary care for ambulatory patients, continui.ng care

for convalescent and long-term patients and preventive qare
intended to conserve and promote good health patterns. For

the most part the existing health care system does not make

the best possible use of the preparation and potential

which already exist in the nursing profession. One of the

most obvious ways of improving the level of health care

in this country is to make better use of the nursi.ng

manpower resources we already have.TT

In practice, this polic~when it is applied in the settings of

hospitals, clinics and physicians! office~ can provide patients

with better coordinated, more economical health ca.re by making

more effective use of nursing resources and skills.

The undeniable fact is that many nurses are now:

assuming responsibilities in communities and occupational

health units for pre-employment, medical assessments,

extended home care facilities, etc.,

continuing to serve as the sole health professional in

isolated and remote areas of this country,

seeking other opportunities to provide better service to

the public, including practising as midwives.

I would like to emphasize that I consider these trends an extension

of the primary and fundamental role of' the nurse. Just what ~ha.t

role involves, will be the focus of CNA activities for the 1974--1976

biennium. The core of this program will be the determination .o f

standards of nursing practice. In order to reach this goal, the



Association will examine three separate but related aspects of

nursing care: education, practice and human resources. The
r-es ear-ch p r'o j e c t s and acti.vities involved in trhe pz-ogr-am u-ep ruaerrt

the AssociationTs commitment to membership and to the resol:J.tions

originating from mernber-shf.p at the last CNA Converrt Ion in June.

At the present time, more than lO!.f,OOO nurses registered in Canada

are members of CNA and this nWl1ber is growing more rapidly each year.

It is 65 year's now since officer's and members of the Canadian Society

of Superintendents o.ftraining schools met with accredited delegates

from 16 nurses T organizations to form the provisil);;:~al or-ganf.z a+Lon

of the Canadian National Association of Trained Nurses. This marked

the first official s t ep in the direction of profe ss LonaL or-gan.i.ze t Ion ,

Since then, of course the CNATN has been renamed the Canadian. Nurses 1

Association (192l{-), has been incorporated under the st:atutes of

Canada (1941) and has welcomed the tenth provincial nursesT

association, (the ARNN) as a mernber in 19SLL This year an eleventh

nurses T associa.tion has applied for membership in CNA.

Over the past half-century, CNA activities have been shaped and

guided by the principle of collective responsibi.lity for the

improvement of professional s randards of nursing pr-ac t i.ce , The
Association has encouraged higher' standards .of nursi.ng education,

and the aeLectLon of the most promising candida.tes for these

programs. It has promoted and encouraged acceptance of the

principles of eo__tinuing education. It has been eo__cerned with ·Lle

need to become an informed and. a.rticula.te voice represent:ing the

interests of all its members. It has promoted co~nuni~ation with
other hea.l th prof'ees Lonal,s and with consumers of hea.l,th s er-vLce s

as an essential part of professional development. It has wor-ked

w"iH".dn the f ramewor'k of existing labour legislatio __ to ensure
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satisfactory income and working conditions for its members. The

resulting accomplislunents are a legitimate source of pride. On

the other hand, we realize that the winds of change blow·strong~r

now. Techniques and strategies of professional development which

were adequate in the past will not bring about similar advances

in the future.

At this point in time, I feel the nursing profession lacks the k i.nd

of fa.r reaching long-term goals which would enable it to shape its
own destiny. Probably, 'the greatest single factor behind this

confusion, is the fact that, in the past, our chief concern has

been an obsession with the need to identify ourselves as members

of a li..l1ique,independent and autonomous profession. It is time

we turned what has been essentially a negative protectionist

approach to professional development into a positive one. This

decision, once taken, leaves the way open for the nursing profession

to follow new and challenging routes to growth and advancement.

And this, I think, is where we must begin. We must look at SOl)1e

of the developments I have described - the removal of hospital

control over nursing education - the increasing independence of

individual nurses - closer 'interdisciplinary communication and

collaboration - an increasing number of categories of health
workers and technological developments. We need to examine these

events in the light of what is really needed by the Canadian people.

Modern medicare requires team work, the ability to experiment and

above all, to cooperate. It also demands reorientation in the
direction of the needs of the patient and the corrmunity'at large.

In the end, it is the people who use the system who should

determine what type of hea.lth Care they will receive. It is up to us

as health professionals to recognize these needs and to move into
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the gap between what should be available and what we offer' at the

present time. The shift to first line, primary car-e and pr-everrt Lon

is overdue. The professional development implicit in the trends I

have described requires appr-opr-Late legal sanctions. If we create
a clima.te which encourages a.nd sanctions the provisi.on of adequate

first line care by the appropriate representative of the health

disciplines, I am confident the n1rsing profession can do ,its sha.re

to meet the challenge of the changes which are taking place.


